The First Tucson 2015 Showroom Update!

The long awaited update is online, and this huge showroom update introduces over two dozen of the finest specimens from the big event. In the coming weeks I will be placing several hundred new specimens online and I hope everyone enjoys the beautiful specimens with the opportunity to add a few to your personal collection. I strive to acquire the finest specimens available in a reasonable price range and all offers are very welcome. Here's a look at what's in the first update....

* Fine Calcites from various collections *
* Reddish-orange Quartz from the 2nd Sovietsky Mine *
* Gorgeous Shattuckite with Malachite specimen *
  * Smoky Gwindels from Switzerland *
  * Gemmy red Rhodochrosite from Peru *
* Native Sulfur crystals on Calcite from Sicily *
* Fine Smithsonite specimens from Mexico *
* Bi-colored Beryl (Aquamarine) from Afghanistan *
  * Sweet Erongo combo miniature *
  * Large plate of orange Orpiment clusters on Barite *
  * Purple botryoidal Fluorite from China *
  * Very fine specimen of Covellite on Quartz from Butte, MT *
  * Rare Kunzite with Morganite and Tourmaline combo *
  * Aesthetic specimen of Azurite with Malachite from Touissit *
  * Triple crystal ball cluster of orange Creedite with Fluorite on matrix *
  * Benitoite crystals on Natrolite from the Dallas Gem Mine *

and MUCH, much more!

**Tucson 2015 Showroom #1**

* Thanks again for making us your choice for the Finest Minerals *
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**The 1st Tucson Mineral Auction Opens Tomorrow!**

* New Specimens from the Show and Showrooms at Wholesale Opening Bids *

**Kevin Ward - PO Box 91448 - Mobile, AL  36691**

www.themineralgallery.com - (251) 648-0541 - www.exceptionalminerals.com
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